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Machine-generated data is the fastest-growing segment of  
the mass storage data market. The digital content explosion  
combined with our “data-on-demand” society is presenting 
organizations with unprecedented scaling challenges. The rapid 
growth of online, near line, and backup data pools has pushed 
general-purpose storage systems beyond their capabilities and 
has forced manufacturers and users to rethink their storage 
architectures across the data storage industry.

This growth is driving storage technology innovation into the  
marketplace. Keeper Technology (Keeper) has been delivering 
state-of-the-art integrated technology solutions to commercial 
and government customers for more than a decade, particularly 
in industries that need to provide continual online access to data 
in the petabyte and exabyte scale. As Keeper has grown, we have 
remained focused on our core mission to provide enterprise class,  
hyper-converged data storage and data management solutions  
to our government and commercial customers.

Introduction

keeperSAFE Overview
A Next-Generation Platform for Exabyte-Scale Storage

Keeper introduced the first 
version of kSAFE in January 
2011, to address specific uses 

cases within our government customers for managing and 
protecting the unique combination of large data with  
billions of files.

The first generation of kSAFE provided capacities up to 100 
TB and up to 5 billion files through a NAS presentation layer 
and leveraged commodity RAID technologies for the data 
storage layer. Features such as online snapshots, snapshot  
recovery, local and wide-area replication were utilized in 
most customer deployments.

The second-generation kSAFE became available in 2013,  
and allowed for capacities up to 1 PB and file counts up to  
15 billion. We also added capabilities for block access over 
Fiber Channel and iSCSI presentation layers.

Our third-generation kSAFE began shipping in 2015, provid-
ing virtually limitless scaling for both file counts and capac-
ities due to its ability to store data as scalable objects. The 

KeeperSAFE is the definition of a true hyper-converged architec-
ture. Building form the ground-up, Keeper has tightly integrated 
open-source software defined storage into fully vetted  
commodity hardware. The end result: an affordable, scalable,  
and elastic appliance package featuring full compute, store,  
networking, virtulization, and management capabilities in one.

This document describes the evolution of keeperSAFE (kSAFE), 
a turnkey data storage appliance created by Keeper, as well as 
its functions and operation. This document also addresses key 
capabilities and specifications such as the product’s data access, 
management, security, and other technical requirements  
as well as its benefit to in-house data center operations.  
This whitepaper concludes with Keeper’s application as a  
purpose built data storage solution created for a  
fully-integrated data management environment.

The backend storage infrastructure transitioned from RAID 
technology to a ‘storage server’ approach where each storage 
shelf has built-in intelligence, advanced data management and 
tiering, all while performing online upgrades, online technology 
insertion and online technology decommissioning. 

Today’s kSAFE is built upon the leading open-source Ceph 
project and features Seagate’s BAA/TAA FIPS certified drives. 
Many of the core features for kSAFE follow the Ceph roadmap 
including support for CephFS and BlueStore.  Seagate Secure 
product line facilitates customer compliance to strict govern-
ment mandates while adding essential protection for mission 
critical data assets.  TCO matters and kSAFE delivers with 
minimal hands-on maintenance while operating at less than 
one cent per GigaByte per month.

Keeper makes rolling improvements for overall advancements 
in monitoring, management, and usability of the GUI interface. 
Our R&D team constantly evaluates new technology capabil-
ities to include in the kSAFE ecosystem for enhanced perfor-
mance and expanded use cases.
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Software-defined Storage

Figure 1: Algorithmic Methodology of Storing and Retrieving Data 
kSAFE delivers extraordinary scalability with thousands of clients accessing petabytes to exabytes of data.

Infinite Capacity and Elasticity

For more than 20 years, RAID had been the go-to technology 
for increasing performance while ensuring data redundancy, but 
disk drive capacity has significantly outpaced access speed. In 
response to this together with explosive data growth, Keeper 
transitioned away from RAID as its backend storage  
infrastructure in 2013.

Traditional scale-up RAID storage architectures face significant 
limitations when volumes approach the petabyte level. RAID  
storage solutions distribute data across sub-sets of spindles, 
which are not fault tolerant by design and limit performance  
scalability. Additionally, RAID recovery takes too long with  
today’s large disks, and disks are only getting denser.

The Keeper storage ecosystem is an open-source,  
software-based storage platform that scales across physical, 
virtual, and cloud resources without limits. It is built upon the 
open-source Ceph project; Ceph is an object-based storage  
solution that supports scalable clusters up to the exabyte level. 
Ceph bypasses the limitations of RAID in many ways – primarily 
by replicating data in multiple locations and fault domains. This 
uses less expensive disk controllers and avoids the problems 
common with RAID and today’s large disks.

In the kSAFE environment, 
objects, files, and block data 
are allocated homogeneously 
across disks and nodes; this 
results in a very high fault  
tolerance, scalability of  
capacity, and data migration 
with zero downtime. 

Manage big, semi-structured, and unstructured 
data growth while maintaining performance,  
capacity, and availability.

Open-source technology provides a core capability to power  
enterprise data management systems, but it takes unique  
talent to bring these disparate projects together to make them 
function and perform efficiently. Keeper Technology harnesses 
the power of open-source within kSAFE, creating a comprehensive, 
flexible, scalable, and supportable data storage solution.

The kSAFE storage architecture enables algorithms to broadly 
distribute objects, files and block data homogeneously over disks 
and nodes to provide maximum utilization of all system resources. 
And unlike traditional RAID architectures, kSAFE supports this 
amalgamated technique for system fault tolerance, which is  
designed to be both self-healing and self-managing.
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Figure 2: CRUSH Data Mapping Ceph, which is at the core of the Keeper storage ecosystem, 
uses RADOS (Reliable Autonomic Distributed Object Store) to 
separate objects from the underlying storage hardware. RADOS 
ensures flexibility in data storage by allowing application object, 
block, or file systems to interface simultaneously. The object  
storage devices are not just for data access, but also allow for 
serialization, replication, and failure detection.

The CRUSH (Controlled Replication Under Scalable Hashing) 
algorithm is the underlying technology in the Keeper software 
architecture. CRUSH deterministically computes where data can 
be found and should be written. CRUSH provides a better data 
management mechanism compared to older approaches, and is 
better suited to hyper-scale storage.

CRUSH uses a weighted distribution methodology to determine 
how data is stored, retrieved, and algorithmically allocated  
between all available disks and nodes; it cleanly distributes the 
work to all the clients in the cluster.

CRUSH Uses Intelligent Data Replication to Ensure 
Resiliency and Elasticity

CRUSH is aware of the infrastructure and relationships between 
the various components: server, rack, switch, power circuit, data 
center, etc. These components are treated as fault zones, and 
CRUSH places data and replica locations to ensure that the  
contents are safe and accessible even if some of the components 
fail. This eliminates single points of failure, and enables use of 
commodity hardware to build a highly resilient storage system.

When components fail or new disks or nodes are added to the 
cluster, kSAFE autonomously adjusts to the new layout and 
moves data in order to re-establish even distribution and fault 
tolerance. As the cluster grows by adding more disks or nodes, 
the power to manage that data grows at the same pace. 

kSAFE creates a map of the storage node cluster to homogeneously 
store and retrieve data across the complete system. 

 As more clients access the cluster, the power to find data also 
grows. There are literally thousands of open source projects 
that could assist in the creation of the keeperSAFE appliance. 
Selecting the best available and then ensuring that they operate 
seamlessly together with hand-selected, best in-class hardware, 
requires significant data storage industry experience as well as 
decades of involvement in open source software development 
and integration. As an enterprise data storage and data manage-
ment company, Keeper Technology is uniquely positioned to  
qualify and integrate the best of breed open source projects  
into keeperSAFE.

Infinite Capacity 
kSAFE is built to scale to the exabyte level and back.

Unlimited Flexibility and Performance  
RADOS enables object, block, or file systems to interface  
simultaneously.

Intelligent Storage Nodes  
Nodes actively collaborate, replicate data, consistently apply 
updates, detect node failures, and migrate data.

Strategic Data Placement 
The CRUSH algorithm ensures efficient data placement as data 
is added, changed, and removed.

Minimal System Administration 
Clustering increases performance, avoids data bottlenecks,  
is self-healing and self-managing.

No Single Point of Failure 
Customers have no awareness of system failures because  
their data remains available.

Client

??
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System Management Qualification

One of the unique things about combining open-source software 
with data storage hardware is that the open source software has 
been written very generically so that it does not depend upon any 
one vendor’s implementation of hardware.  It does not come with an 
advanced operating system, a sophisticated management capability 
nor a robust single pane of glass graphical interface:  All  of which are  
Keeper’s value add to our kSAFE portfolio of appliances.

Keeper Technology provides comprehensive enclosure management 
services to detect failing and failed components from disks, as well as 
power supplies and system interconnects. kSAFE then promptly and 
accurately displays that information on our Keeper GUI so a systems 
administrator can provide the appropriate response. Having these 
features is a critical differentiator when buying a solution versus at-
tempting to develop your own open source solution. Without these 
advanced management features that Keeper has developed, the 
level of effort and risk to managing a system is immeasurable.

Keeper allows all of our customers to benefit from the agility, elas-
ticity, and trans-formative nature of today’s open-source software 
combined with qualified data storage hardware in a repeatable, 
supportable data storage appliance.

Hardware Qualification 
Keeper Technology’s team of engineers continually run commodi-
ty hardware solutions through an extensive evaluation process to 
ensure that we present a reliable, sustainable solution to appeal 
to a broad range of customers. Standouts in commodity hardware 
are hard to come by.  Our strategic partnership with Seagate 
provides faster access to new technology innovations, which 
feature an industry leading portfolio of security minded products 
including BAA/TAA compliant, FIPS 140-2 validated, and Com-
mon Criteria certified disk drives and enclosures.

Software Development Qualification 

The Keeper Technology software development group has worked 
tirelessly to fill in the gaps when open source software is not 
available or viable and ensure that the hardware and software 
work well together. As with most products, error management and 
reporting are key requirements for understanding if a system is 
running properly. Keeper collects tens of thousands of data points 
per hour, analyzes them, and rolls that information up into our own 
intuitive management GUI that presents both software and hard-
ware status, performance information, and a host of configuration 
and operational data. 

Tightly Integrated with Commodity Hardware
Because kSAFE is based upon open source software technologies, the natural question is:  Why can’t I use the same or similar open 
source technologies to create my own kSAFE ‘lookalike’ product?  The short answer is, ‘It is feasible, but you have to realize what you are 
getting into when creating a one-off, open-source solution in an enterprise-class environment.’  

Participating in the open-source community is a two-way street. There is an expectation that companies utilizing open source will dig 
into the source code and contribute enhancements back to improve the quality of the open-source code. It takes time and commitment 
to develop credibility within the open-source community and Keeper Technology is already there, and fully engaged through our team’s 
monitoring of previous and ongoing bug-fixes, enhancements, and assistance.

Bridging the Gap Between Hardware and Software

Keeper Technology has spent tens of thousands of hours and millions of dollars in facilities and capital equipment investment to create a 
sustainable, supportable data storage product line. It is one thing to install software downloaded from the Internet and make it work to some 
level of functionality; it is entirely another matter to create an enterprise-class data storage solution that is tightly integrated with hardware.

Even for those customers capable of ‘rolling their own’ open source solutions, additional software development is necessary to fully integrate 
the solution, and the long-term maintenance of the environment can be challenging. There is always help available from the open source 
community, but the response is typically related to level of engagement with, and commitment to, the open-source community.  
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Architecture
Because of its Lego-like architecture, kSAFE allows the building of data storage that scales incrementally without worrying about  
capacity overload or without having to undergo disruptive forklift upgrades. As components fail or new devices are added, kSAFE  
autonomously adjusts to the new layout and moves data to reestablish even distribution and fault tolerance. 

kSAFE natively supports OpenStack and other Linux physical and virtualized storage environments. It fully leverages a unique  
combination of mature open-source data storage projects and Keeper Technology developed code, all tightly integrated with  
commodity hardware, providing an open solution that is free from vendor lock-in.

Based on customer-required configuration, all hardware and software components are delivered as a complete kSAFE product.

Each storage shelf has built-in intelligence, facilitating advanced  
data management tiering while mastering online upgrades, on-line 
technology insertion and on-line technology decommissioning.  Ar-
chitectures can range form 100TB as pictured here to 100’s of PB.  
Systems are expanded and upgraded without loss of access to data.

Key Characteristics of a kSAFE 

The kSAFE storage platform provides common data storage  
features and capabilities of cloud architectures, including Storage  
as a Service, by providing a well-integrated and closely aligned  
combination of hardware and software capabilities.

While there are no maximum limits in capacity, amount of data, or 
number of files/objects kSAFE can grow to, there is a minimum base 
configuration from where kSAFE can begin. An entry-level kSAFE 
configuration should include:

• (1) Admin Node
• (3) Monitor Nodes
• (3) Storage Nodes
• (1) Gateway Node
• (1) 10/25/40/100 Gb Ethernet Data Switch
• (1) 1 Gb Ethernet Management Switch

System capacity growth is accomplished through a straightforward, 
on-line addition of new storage shelves, thus increasing on-line and 
near-line capacities independently.

Figure 3
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kSAFE Growth: Advanced Enterprise Configuration 

kSAFE is capable of scaling in multiple dimensions. As storage nodes are added to the system, they increase the overall capacity as well as 
the total number of spindles. These nodes add a balanced amount of bandwidth to the backend and frontend networks. If configuration 
parameters are chosen to optimize for performance, each storage node added to the system can add as much as 1 GB/s of performance.

kSAFE gateways also support a scale-out model. For most protocols, gateways can be clustered together to achieve higher aggregate  
performance. The more gateways that are added to the system, the more throughput the clients will have available and the more data 
that can be pushed to the storage nodes on the back end.  

All gateways, regardless of protocol (Block, NAS, Object) are configured with a total of 4 x 10 GbE ports – connections to both the cus-
tomer network for client access and also to the kSAFE frontend network for access to the storage nodes. The CPU, memory, and local 
storage are tailored to the functions of the gateway. 

This model results in all gateways having approximately 1 GB/s of available performance in the system. Given that a kSAFE could scale 
to many hundreds, if not a thousand or more storage nodes, and a hundred or more gateways, the performance of a large scale kSAFE 
changes dynamically upon its composition.

Keeper constantly evaluates new storage server platforms for inclusion into the kSAFE ecosystem and anticipates exploring other very 
high-density storage solutions for availability in the future, with NVMe solid-state solutions to serve as a tier of storage for certain use 
cases requiring extremely low latency combined with high scalability.

Figure 4: Advanced Enterprise Architecture 
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System Expandability 

Scalability and ease of expansion are critical to any data-centric 
organization’s overall effort to increase revenues:  allowing for 
organic growth in capacity in order to take on more projects and 
preventing loss of business due to the system capacity overload. 
The kSAFE storage platform augments the speed, ease of use, and 
ultimately the time to product completion on an exponential scale.

kSAFE is capable of scaling in multiple dimensions. As storage 
nodes are added to the system, they increase the overall capacity 
as well as the total number of spindles. They also add a balanced 
amount of bandwidth to the back-end and front-end networks. 

From a hardware perspective, because kSAFE is an object-based 
storage system with a modular design, the system scales in  
both performance and capacity by simply adding additional  stor-
age shelves. 

Intelligent Storage Nodes

The lifecycle of the overall systems can be extended and migration 
efforts can be significantly shortened because storage nodes can 
easily be replaced with nodes of the next generation – non-disrup-
tively while the system is online and providing uninterrupted data 
services to users and applications. 

What might take traditional storage systems days or weeks to add 
2 PBs to the enterprise environment, with kSAFE customers can 
be ready to start writing data in under an hour. Nodes actively 
collaborate, replicate data, consistently apply updates, detect  
node failures, and migrate data.

Other scalability and expandability features include:

 •  Incremental Upgrades: Swap-in individual components as 
needed.   kSAFE offers  the flexibility to  exponentially grow 
storage capacity in line with projected data storage initiatives.   
Expand your storage infrastructure incrementally at your con-
venience.

 •  Future-proof Scalability: Upgrade on the fly by easily, transpar-
ently, and incrementally inserting and removing technologies 
and capabilities.

 •  Component-based Scalability: If and when a three-year-old 
8TB drive fails, simply swap it out with a newer 16TB drive. 
kSAFE gives you full use of the entire drive capacity allowing 
double the capacity within the same form factor.

 •  Performance Scaling: Being object-based storage at its core, 
kSAFE performance scales by aggregating the capabilities of  
all the drives in the system.

The kSAFE software scalability advantage is closely aligned with its 
hardware capabilities. Scaling of the CRUSH map is infinite. There 
are virtually no maximum limits in capacity, amount of data, or 
number of files/objects kSAFE can grow.
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Data Availability
kSAFE leverages open source software-defined storage, commodity hardware, and a Keeper-developed management layer to deliver the 
highest levels of availability possible. The distributed nature of kSAFE is fully redundant with all critical components that are replicated, 
mirrored, or otherwise protected against failures.

Software and Microcode Upgrades

Software and firmware upgrades are handled with no downtime 
and no disruption. If a running service is affected by a particular 
software upgrade, it is performed as part of a failover or similar 
fashion such that it is non-disruptive to clients of the system. 

The entire software upgrade process, whether it is firmware, 
microcode, or SAFEos (the kSAFE operating system), seamlessly is 
managed by the kSAFE Admin Node. If the upgrade being applied 
on a node causes that node to briefly be taken offline, then the  
upgrade is performed in a rolling manner, thus having no impact to 
clients of the system. This is one of the benefits of a software-defined 
clustered system. The redundancy of the architecture allows for 
one or more nodes to be taken offline either briefly or for extended 
periods with no disruption in service to the clients.

Hardware upgrades are straightforward with new components 
simply added to the system. New hardware is recognized by the 
system, configured, brought online, and made available to the  
software layers as additional resources. All of this is done with  
no disruption to ongoing activities, no interruption of service,  
and no downtime.

Hardware Redundancy and Reliability

The unprecedented reliability of a kSAFE environment begins with 
extremely reliable hardware. Keeper continually tests and assesses 
hardware offerings in the development lab and integration center 
at Keeper Technology headquarters in Ashburn, Virginia. 

Based on our staff’s more than 150 combined years of experience 
operating and maintaining mission-level storage environments, we 
qualify hardware based on a number of factors:

 • Quality of manufacturing process 
 • Degree of redundancy internal to the node 
 • Ease of management 
 • Customer and field replaceable units 
 • Reliability during our own physical and runtime testing 
 • Third-party reviews and experiences

Based on this qualification process, only the most reliable and  
easily maintainable systems are chosen as kSAFE hardware  
options. Once hardware is approved, then the management  
modules are written. Using low-level protocols (SNMP, IPMI, etc.) 
we communicate with, monitor, and manage all levels of the  
node from the baseboard management controller to fans, power 
supplies, disks, boards, etc.  All of this information is captured  
in a database and made available for display through the GUI  
and for analysis.

In a kSAFE environment, a single storage shelf can generate more than 
15,000 data points per hour. In the GUI, this information is coalesced, 
refined, and presented through an intelligent use of design and color 
to convey the most meaningful information to the user as quickly and 
easily as possible. The data from all nodes of a kSAFE also feed into the 
analytics module that can present a variety of user-defined graphs as well 
as perform predictive failure analysis.

Figure 5: kSAFE GUI
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kSAFE is Architected with  
No Single-Points-of-Failure 

In the event of hardware failure (disks or nodes) the system is able 
to seamlessly proceed without downtime. kSAFE automatically 
recreates new data copies (replicas) for those that have been lost 
during the failure of components and data copies are available on 
other locations within the system. 

Additionally, this replication provides the ability to maintain and 
track multiple copies of the same data in different locations for 
data protection, collaboration, and/or disaster recovery. 

Every critical component that would cause a disruption of service 
to clients in case of failure is engineered as redundant at the  
hardware node level. These include:

 • Data Network Switches 
 • Monitor Nodes 
 • Storage Server Nodes 
 • Gateway Nodes

Many of these components share additional protection through 
internal hardware redundancy (power supplies, fans, etc.) and also at 
the software level (erasure coding, checksums, etc.). Ultimately, the 
varying degrees of kSAFE design, testing, and system architecture 
exceed the stated requirement of “no single-points-of-failure.”

The No-Downtime Benefit to the Analyst

If the soul of an enterprise is in its data, then its heart is in the 
user. Analysts and their tools—both deriving answers from the 
continual onslaught of information—are critical to the success  
of any enterprise. keeperSAFE provides a stable and reliable  
information backbone, ensuring that data is accessible and  
dynamically protected. 

As new algorithms and approaches are proven, more compute 
and storage resources are dynamically allocated in real time,  
all without interruption, providing the quick reaction capability 
that leads to competitive advantages, informed decisions, and 
solutions. The heart and soul are satisfied, leading to tangible 
advantages in efficiency and mission capabilities without  
breaking the budget.
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Data Protection
At Keeper Technology, data protection is taken very seriously. We employ multiple types of protection at various levels with many data 
checks along the way. This is best illustrated by looking at data protection layer by layer.

Near-line tier

In the kSAFE near-line tier, data is protected through a combination of 256-bit checksums at multiple levels along with triple-redundant 
local erasure coding across the disks, which, in itself has an error rate of 1 bit in 2 million years.  

The checksums are stored in a hash tree with each node holding the checksums of all the blocks beneath it. This protection can be visualized 
in two dimensions. Since this is archive storage and not meant to be dynamic, the erasure coding and checksum parameters are optimized for 
long-term storage and are not user configurable.

Figure 6: Merkle Hash Tree

The primary tier of storage, on the kSAFE storage nodes, is  
designed to be dynamic and thus, has more configurable data 
protection options.  At the disk level, disks can be encrypted or left 
unencrypted.  Encryption is performed in software and does not rely 
on the more expensive self-encryption drives. Rather, encryption  
can be applied to any data drives in the kSAFE, including SAS, 
SATA, or SSD.  The encryption is KMIP v1.1 compliant and can 
store encryption keys on an external, KMIP compliant key manager.

Within kSAFE, storage pools are created on top of the disks. Each 
storage pool has an administrator defined protection methodology. 
Currently, the two supported protection methods are replication 
and erasure coding. For replication, objects are protected by 
copying them to other disks, other storage nodes, or other racks, 

depending on the size of the system. The number of copies is 
configurable, with the default being three copies.

For erasure-coded storage pools, objects are encoded with  
redundancy information and spread across a number of disks, 
nodes, or racks, depending on the size of the system. The erasure 
coding parameters can be configured, but are already optimized 
by the system based on configuration.

The trade-offs of changing these protection methods or  
parameters are both useable space and performance. Increasing 
the protection level decreases usable space, and the replication 
method of protection has better performance than the  
erasure-coded protection method.
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Figure 7: Erasure Coding Parameters 
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Enhanced Data Security

Today’s kSAFE takes advantage of our strategic partnership with 
Seagate by offing the latest and most secure drives and enclosures 
on the market.  When an enterprise desires complete bit encryp-
tion, software alone is not enough, kSAFE features security at the 
drive level by incorporating Seagate TAA and FIPS-compliant Hard 
Disk Drives (HDD) and Solid-State Drives (SSD) into our platform.

The value add is that the solution meets NIST 800-88 require-
ments for protecting sensitive information while packing up to 18 
petabytes in a single rack.  This saves space, cost and management 
overhead.  Tightly integrated compute means information from 
connected devices do not have to travel over latency-ridden net-
works for processing.  

With its comprehensive enclosure management software to 
detect failing and spent components, power supplies and system 
interconnects, data remains secure, protected and consistently 
available.  With two swappable separate storage nodes per 4U 
enclosures and independent Intel processors with their own con-
nectivity resources, the system can scale to Exabyte level without 
interrupting workflows.  

Comprehensive Tiering Strategy 

Leveraging multiple storage tiers is accomplished by placing data 
on the tier that is most appropriate to meet business specific  
objectives. Storage tiers are typically defined by the cost and  
performance characteristics of the specific tier. These cost and  
performance parameters then dictate what data should reside on 
the target tier and for what time period.

Additionally kSAFE integrates with third-party appliances that can 
also perform policy-based data tiering, including replicating data to 
multiple disk storage repositories and replicating and/or relocating 
data to tape storage systems.

Replication and Federation 

Replication can be used for data protection within a site, with 
practical critical alerts and real-time reporting, so that self-healing 
can occur when a bad object is found. Replication between sites 
and geographic regions provides data protection against regional 
incidents. Unalterable audit tracking and versioning is ideal for 
collaboration, security, and incident response.

Figure 8: Advanced and Secure Data Management with kSAFE
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File Growth with Scale-out NAS

In traditional scale-up NAS storage scenarios, an enterprise would 
commit a significant investment to a large storage array, then 
gradually fill up that space over time. The kSAFE scale-out NAS 
approach breaks from this trend by enabling companies to expand 
capacity gradually. Instead of purchasing excess capacity up front, 
companies increase their investment in storage volume incremen-
tally, which is both efficient and cost effective. There is no limit to 
storage capacity with scale-out network-attached storage. 

Seamless Cloud Interoperability 

KeeperSAFE functions as a gateway in a true hybrid environment.  
Keeper delivers a scalable cloud solution capable  
of integrating with RESTful protocols such as S3.  Managing  
storage in-house improves performance, access, scale and  
efficiency.  Clients may deploy object storage topologies of AWS S3 
to enable Geo-replication Support and Disaster Recovery. 

Connectivity and Integration
Most large organizations have a variety of systems, applications, and solutions that require 
varying degrees of integration and access to a common set of data.  They also have significant 
history and systems use, and require a wide range of protocols and interfaces to support that 
connectivity. Fortunately, very few organizations can match the variety of systems, legacy of 
applications, and variations of connectivity requirements of the Federal Government.  

Since Keeper Technology has over a decade of experience designing, installing, and supporting 
storage systems in some of the most demanding agencies of the Federal Government, we offer 
an unparalleled understanding of such requirements. 

The primary storage platform, kSAFE, supports a variety of access methods and protocols:

 • Block: RBD, Cinder, Glance 
 • NAS: NFS (v3/v4), SMB (v3) 
 • Object: S3, http/ReST, Swift 
 • File: Clustered, Shared File System 

The NAS protocols can simultaneously be used to access the same data. Likewise, the Object protocols can be simultaneously used to access 
the same objects. SAFEos, the Shared File System, and NAS protocols can simultaneously access the same data.

Integration with OpenStack

keeperSAFE adds unparalleled value to OpenStack, facilitating 
operational transformation into the future. Your vital data needs 
to be available at all times, under demanding circumstances 
and dynamically changing requirements. When integrated into 
OpenStack, keeperSAFE’s native open-source technologies 
deliver the extra layer of data protection and accessibility your 
business requires. 

The keeperSAFE infrastructure provisions new OpenStack  
Instances with increased speed. Copy-on-write clones minimize 
storage consumption. Instant, on-demand computing capacity is 
available in seconds instead of minutes, accelerating your work-
flows.  keeperSAFE boosts your OpenStack deployment by dy-
namically allocating more storage resources as OpenStack scales 
computing resources, all in real time, all without interruption. 
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Management and Monitoring

One of the unique things about combining open-source software with data storage hardware is that the open-source software has been 
written very generically so that it does not depend upon any one vendor’s implementation of hardware.  

The Keeper Technology software development team has worked tirelessly to not only fill in the gaps when open-source software is not 
available or viable, but to ensure that the hardware and software work well together. As with most products, error management and 
reporting is a key area that is required to know if a system is running properly.  

Keeper Technology develops and provides comprehensive enclosure management services to detect failing and failed components from 
disks, as well as power supplies, and system interconnects. That information is then promptly and accurately displayed on the kSAFE 
management GUI so a systems administrator can provide the appropriate response.  

kSAFE collects tens of thousands of data points per hour, analyzes them, and rolls that information up into our intuitive management GUI 
that presents software status, hardware status, performance information, and a host of configuration and operational data.

Figure 9: kSAFE Dashboard GUI: Customizable, Unified Status of Hardware and Software Health 

kSAFE’s GUI dashboard provides a single screen overview of the health of the system from both the 
hardware and software perspective, including a glimpse into performance and capacity used.

The integrated management capability of the Hardware Tab allows for drilling down to a detailed 
view of the underlying component infrastructure, simplifying diagnostics, system expansion, and 
component replacement. 
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Reporting and Analytics

The kSAFE GUI has the ability to generate 
basic reports about hardware in the kSAFE 
system.  The Analytics tab within the  
GUI provides access to a rich graphing 
package that supports the generation of 
user-defined graphs from any of hundreds 
of parameters within the system.  

Many of the thousands of telemetry data 
points collected per hour by the system 
can be added to graphs in support of many 
types of analytics.

Another form of reporting is based on audit 
trails. Audit trails of all types can be enabled 
on the system. All audit information is 
stored as immutable objects in the  
database and, like queries, can be accessed 
from the Desktop, the CLI, or through 
the API with audit-specific functions. The 
audit system enables complete, unalterable 
tracking of all actions.

Management and Monitoring (continued)

With appropriate management modules for all node types in the system, the entire kSAFE can be installed, configured, managed,  
upgraded, and replaced from the active kSAFE Admin Node. The GUI is used for the vast majority of this, supplemented by the  
CLI for a few customer-specific configurations.  

Software is installed and upgraded from the Admin Node. SAFEos is delivered as a single download and contains all microcode, firmware,  
and SAFEos packages needed to operate the system. 

In addition to management modules, monitoring modules are developed for each node type to ensure as much data about the system as 
possible is available. This goes all the way down to parameters like power supply voltages, fan speeds, CPU temperatures, disk bit error 
rates and temperatures, etc. All of this data adds up quickly; as much as 15,000 data points or more are generated per hour for a single 
storage shelf in a kSAFE system.

Overall system health is monitored through data fusion of the information output from the OSS and the monitoring modules of  
the various node types.  All of this information is distilled, prioritized, and presented in an easy-to-digest form in the kSAFE GUI.   
Furthermore, an SNMP monitoring station can be configured to enable receiving of SNMP traps or to support SNMP queries  
of the system.

Figure 10: GUI Analytics with Rich Graphing Capabilities

Exclusive to KeeperSAFE, the Advanced Analytics Tab allows the user 
to create custom graphs from hundreds of selectable parameters 
giving instant preview to system health and performance.
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Conclusion
The digital content explosion is presenting organizations with unprecedented scaling  
challenges.  IDC predicts the collective sum of the world’s data will grow from 33 zettabytes 
(ZB) this year to a 175 ZB by 2025. To manage this big, semi-structured, and unstructured 
data growth, while maintaining performance, capacity, and availability, requires ingenuity 
and long-term vision.

Keeper Technology has been delivering integrated technology solutions to commercial and 
government customers for more than a decade, particularly in industries that need to pro-
vide continual online access to data in the petabyte and exabyte scale. As we have grown, we 
have remained focused on our core mission to provide enterprise class, highly differentiated 
data storage and data management solutions to our government and commercial customers.  

The keeperSAFE storage architecture is a robust, highly scalable block and object storage 
platform that augments the speed, ease of use, and ultimately the time to product comple-
tion on an exponential scale.

Unlike proprietary, hardware-based storage, which limits your ability to keep up with today’s 
enormous data stores and requires significant investment in over-sized storage arrays, 
Keeper Technology gives customers a software-defined storage platform that scales across 
physical, virtual, and cloud resources.

kSAFE leverages open source, software-based storage, commodity hardware, and a Keeper 
developed management layer that delivers the highest levels of availability possible. The  
distributed nature of kSAFE is fully redundant with all critical components that are  
replicated, mirrored, or otherwise protected against failures.

What might take traditional storage systems days or weeks to add 2 PB’s to the enterprise 
environment, with kSAFE customers can be ready to start writing data in under an hour. 
Our Ceph-based solution actively collaborates, replicates data, consistently applies updates, 
detects failures, and migrates data.

The bottom line is Keeper allows all of our customers to benefit from the agility, elasticity, 
and transformative nature of today’s open-source software combined with qualified data 
storage hardware in a repeatable, supportable data storage appliance.   

We have the technical talent, business experience, and long-term vision to help implement, 
optimize, and manage storage infrastructures as needs evolve. We are committed to helping 
our customers get the most value out of their investment in data storage, management and 
security by leveraging our expertise, dedication, and enterprise-grade services and support.
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Notice: This whitepaper contains proprietary information protected by copyright. Information in this whitepaper is 
subject to change without notice and does not represent a commitment on the part of Keeper Technology. Keeper  
Technology assumes no liability for any inaccuracies that may be contained in this whitepaper.

Keeper Technology makes no commitment to update or keep current the information in this whitepaper, and reserves 
the right to make changes to or discontinue this whitepaper and/or products without notice.

No part of this document may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, 
including photocopying, recording, or information storage and retrieval systems, for any purpose other than the 
personal use, without the express written permission of Keeper Technology.
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